GENERAL CONFERENCE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

November 14, 2006, 10:30 a.m.

MEMBERS PRESENT


INVITEES

Sheri Clemmer, Dian R Lawrence

LEGAL ADVISOR    Robert E Kyte

The following meeting was attended largely by teleconference. Those indicated as present are those who participated either in person or by phone.

PRAYER    Pardon K Mwansa

GCC to MAB

NAGEL, RUY H —RESIGNATION

VOTED, To record receipt of the resignation submitted by Ruy H Nagel, President of the South American Division, for the purpose of retirement.
VOTED, To express appreciation to Ruy H Nagel for his years of dedicated service to the General Conference as President of the South American Division.

VOTED, To elect Erton C Köhler as President of the South American Division.

VOTED, To elect Hendrik Sumendap as Secretary of the Southern Asia-Pacific Division.
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Tamara K Boward, Recording Secretary